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Descritption for Free Rider
Pitch Gear # means Camalot size Betas/Comments

1 Small Cams Double Rack Hard for the Grade! Hard Warmup!

2 #2-3 Do in one with first pitch

3 One rack Camalots is enough up to #2 Tricky Boulder then easy

4 Small cams and nuts (Double Rack) Nice, endurance

5 Offset nuts very useful (one rack from 
small to medium size) Enough 
Quickdraws for the slab.

Easy start but hard hard to protect without offset nuts. Second part 6c slab on Bolts!

6 Quickdraws Another hard slab

7 Double Rack Camalots Easy

8 Single Rack, keep #0.5-2 for the 
chimney

Awkward move to gain the chimney, hard for el cap rookies...

12 One Rack up to #2 One very hard move.

14 One #6 For Free climbing: Don`t do like the topo says, just climb down the dihedral till you reach 
some loose flakes which you can traverse easy to the other side. Climb up the hollow flake. 
Liebacking is easier, but harder to shuffle the #6. For the last 8m it`slike a strange chimney 
too big for #6.

15 One Rack up to #2 and one # 6 for the 
start

Go up inside the Chimney and shuffle #6, in the middle,leave # 6and traverse out the 
chimney to some good holds outside.

16 to 17 Double Rack Nice climb

18 2 #0.75-1 and quickdraws for the start, 
#5 for the start in the ear, #6 for 
shuffling

Hard Boulder start. Start the ear with a #5 inside and schuffle the #6 in front of you. There 
are some footholds and holds in the right moment...

19 
(Monster 
OW)

One #5, One # 6, quickdraw Hard Boulder Traverse to reach the OW. Then just clip the #6 in your daisy chain and shuffle 
it up for 50m. Be careful with the chockstone, don`t touch it! Clip the rope in the Bolts, It`s 
better not to use the Belay in the middle. Place #5 before the end, traverse out right to a 
Belay.

20 One #6 for OW
double Rack for climbing Spire

Short OW, shuffle #6.
Make an intermediate Belay (Bolts) before go up to the spire. The Best for climbing the spire 
is a crack where it gets the closest to the wall..

21 Two variations, take #6 for the squeeze 
chimney

Instead of the difficult finger crack it`s much easier to so a scary step over move and climb 
the crack right of the finger crack.

22 One Rack Short but hard Lieback

23 For free climbing take the dihedral on the left which you can`t see in from belay. Go up the 
dihedral till you have the same height as the bolted Belay 15m on the right. Now you have 
two possibilities:
a) Stay in the Dihedral and climb a fucking hard stemming move on Bolts (I couldn`t do it)
b) Traverse all the way right to the Belay. From the Belay you can go straight up on Bolts 
(Boulder Problem, 7B Boulder) or I heard about some guys climbing right, where it`s easier 
but hard to protect.

24 (25) Triple Rack if you do it in one Pitch, 
long slings to avoid rope drag in the 
final part!

Wet but easy, the last move is hard to reach „The Block“ especially if you do it in one Pitch 
because of rope drag...

26 Double Rack, keep the #0.75 for the last 
flake

Double Ropes useful. Some preplaced gear, also in the wrong way! As the topo says, go left 
earlier than you think. Before the crux (reaching the left flake) you can climb up to some fix 
slings for clipping them and climb back down.

27 Double Rack up to #2 Hard when you Lieback, It`s easier to do it with jamming technique (when you know how...)

28 Double Rack up to #3 Also Hard, Liebacking is better here. Look out for some very helpful kneebars

29 
(Freerider)

Single Rack to #2 Leave Salathe as (No more on the Topo). Do a 15m left traverse along the Roof lip. 7A+, 
Face Climbing. The next Belay is the so called „Round Table Bivy“ it`s good Bivy for one, 
poor for two. 

30 
(Freerider)

Ttriple Rack to #3 Very long and nice Handjam with a short roof section. Hanging Belay (#2 for Backup the 
Belay) (5.10+)

31 
(freerider)

Single Rack to #6 (I`m no more sure 
about the #6, probably it`s better to have 
2 #5)

Very exposed! Starts as a Finger Crack, then OW, lieback for  ca. 4m, then go in the crack 
(crux) once inside, it goes better (shuffle #5 or6?). At the end of the OW you can enter an 
easy chimney. Possible Belay on the left (2 #0.4) or higher up on a Flake. (5.10 OW)

32 
(freerider)

Traverse (easy) right to the Belay of Salathe

33 to 35 Back in Salathe, look at the topo
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